8 9 Many species face existence threat under anthropogenic climate change, and standing genetic 10 variation was proposed as a way for sessile species to adapt to novel environments. However, 11 it is still unknown whether standing genetic variants, being adaptive to current environmental 12 variability, are sufficient to guarantee future survival. Here we investigate the relative 13 importance of standing variation versus new mutations from the past to infer their future fate 14 in nature. In the wild banana species Musa itinerans where the Taiwanese populations were 15 ancient immigrants from the Chinese populations, new mutations exert larger effect size in 16 precipitation-related variables, where Taiwan contains extreme environments beyond the 17 ancestral climatic range, and new alleles have stronger association with novel environments. 18 For temperature-related variables where Taiwan is within the ancestral climatic range, standing 19 variants are more important than new mutations. The effect sizes of adaptive variants therefore 20 differ under distinct environmental pressures, supporting theoretical predictions that natural 21 selection favors new mutations with larger effect sizes in novel environments where the 22 population is far from the adaptive peak. Despite their importance, large-effect variants also 23 have higher mismatch and may be more vulnerable to future environmental perturbation, 24 leaving minor-effect variants the main source of adaptive response to rapid anthropogenic 25 climate change. Our work provides a support in natural environment to the previous 26 conclusions from theoretical modeling and microbial experiments in well-controlled lab 27 conditions. 28 29 30
Introduction 31
Anthropogenic climatic change posts an imminent threat to most organisms. For large and 32 sessile plant species with long generation time, the speed of migration may not keep up with 33 environmental change, and therefore phenotypic plasticity and genetic variation in the 34 population may allow their survival under novel environments [1, 2] . Adaptive genetic variation 35 originates from standing variants before or new mutations after environmental change. Since 36 anthropogenic climate change greatly outpaces natural mutation, the amount of standing 37 genetic variation is therefore critical for the rapid response of a population to changing 38 environments [3] . It remains unclear, however, whether standing variation is sufficient to 39 guarantee future survival, given that they were mostly adaptive to the present range of climatic 40 variability. While it may be difficult to perform manipulative experiments in the field to 41 compare the effects of new mutations (NM) and standing variation (SV), one could investigate 42 NM and SV during climatic change in the past. 43 Adaptation could happen through genetic variants that differ in their origins (NM or SV) 44 or effect sizes (Mendelian genes with major effects or polygenic variants with minor effects). 45 However, how these factors interact and respond to environmental pressures remains relatively 46 uninvestigated. For example, does SV and NM differ in their relative number or effect sizes 47 towards environmental adaptation, and how does this relationship change with different types 48 of environmental factor? For adaptive new mutations that were fixed when facing environment 49 change, Fisher first predicted primarily small allelic effects [4] while Kimura emphasized 50 intermediate effects [5] . Orr, later considering the entire adaptive walk, concluded the evolution 51 towards a novel adaptive peak should first happen through fixation of large-effect mutations 52 and later by small-effect polymorphisms [6] . While this was supported by some studies, the 53 majority of these are microbial experimental evolution in well-controlled environments [7, 8] , 54 and few have specifically compared the effects of NM and SV. To test whether this idea holds 55 in nature, empirical investigations on natural populations are needed. 56 Taiwan is well-suited for such studies: Unlike oceanic islands such as Hawaii, Taiwan is 57 a continental island where most species originated from the East Asian continent with recurrent 58 gene flow [9] . The land bridge between Taiwan and China during the glacial maximum allowed 59 exchange of SV, and the isolation during interglacial periods enabled the development of NM. 60
Here we investigate the genomic basis of environmental adaptation of a wild banana species, 61
Musa itinerans, whose habitats in Taiwan are considered peripheral from ancestral area 62 reconstructions [10] , providing an opportunity to distinguish SV from NM, as well as their 63 response to ancestral versus novel adaptive landscapes. We investigated how past events (SV 64 versus NM) influence present adaptation and whether local adaptation may persist under future 65 anthropogenic climate change. 66 67 68 70 We first sampled Musa itinerans at 24 populations across Taiwan ( Fig. 1a; fig. S1a ; table 71 S1) and investigated the population structure using 14 microsatellites (table S2). Environmental  72 Niche Modeling (with 483 occurrence points from field survey and Google Street View) 73 reported species distribution (Fig. 1b) in line with the previous statement that Musa itinerans 74 inhabits sunny valleys, watersheds, and hillsides with gentle slopes [11] . Populations 75 differentiated mostly between east and west ( fig. S1b ). The most unsuitable environments lay 76 within the Central Mountain Range and the southwestern plains ( Fig. 1b) , respectively 77 corresponding to low annual mean temperature (BIO1) and low precipitation of driest quarter 78 (BIO17), the two most important bioclimatic variables determining species distribution 79
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(MaxEnt permutation importance [12]: 36.7 for BIO1 and 27.3 for BIO17). 80
To test for local adaptation, we examined the pattern of "isolation by adaptation" [13], a 81 process where differential local adaptation restricted effective gene flow and promoted genetic 82 differentiation among populations, by dissecting geographic and environmental effects on 83 genetic differentiation. The strait-line "fly-over" geographical distance, calculated as the 84 straight-line distance between locations, does not explain patterns of genetic differentiation 85 (Mantel's r = 0.146 and P = 0.062). However, if we considered that Central Mountain Range 86 lacks corridors for M. itinerans to disperse ( Fig. 1b ), this fly-over geographical distance could 87 be too unrealistic. We therefore used resistance distance, calculated from the route with least 88 resistance among populations on the niche suitability map ( Fig. 1b) , to represent the "realized" 89 geographical distance ( Fig. 1c ) and found that genetic differentiation was significantly 90 associated with resistance (Mantel's r = 0.226 and P = 0.006). The environmental Mahalanobis 91 distance of bioclimatic variables also showed strong association with genetic differentiation 92 (Mantel's r = 0.298 and P = 0.005). Given that the environmental distance could be strongly 93 dependent on geography, we performed Partial Mantel test to control the geographical effect. 94
After controlling for realized geographic distance (resistance distance), genetic differentiation 95 still correlates with the Mahalanobis environmental distance (Mantel's r = 0.250 and P = 0.012), 96
suggesting differential local adaptation is associated with genetic variation. BIO17 was the most important factor for differential local adaptation, and NM had stronger 142 effects than SV. On the other hand, BIO1 was the least important factor where SV had stronger 143 effects. Finally, the "importance" estimated by gradient forest is analogous to r 2 , representing 144 simple linear relationship between allele frequency and environment, the value of r 2 only 146 represents how well each data point (a population) fits along the regression line. We were, 147 however, also interested in the regression slope: the amount of allele frequency changes along 148 environmental gradients ( fig. S3d ). Again, BIO17 had the largest overall slope among all 149 bioclimatic variables ( fig. S3e ), with NM being significantly higher than SV ( Fig. 2c ). BIO1 150 had the lowest overall slope, again with the reversed pattern. Given that the MAF of adaptive 151 NM and SV SNPs are similar, there is no need to control for allele frequency in these tests ( fig.  152 S4a). Therefore, NM with larger effect size per SNP (as estimated by Bayenv Bayes factor, 153 gradient forest r 2 weighted importance, and gradient forest slope) were associated with the 154 adaptation to novel environments outside of the ancestral niche space, consistent with previous 155 population genetics modeling results [4-6]. 156
The observed patterns could be integrated with the unique climate of Taiwan. In 157 comparison to the rest of the species range, northern Taiwan experiences northeastern 158 monsoons during winter and has higher precipitation during the typical winter dry season ( Fig.  159 3b). This pattern has been maintained since at least the last glacial maximum (Fig. 3d ). The 160 novel environments might impose novel adaptive optima to the immigrant population from 161
China. The response to selection imposed by these environmental gradients is strong (with 162
highest Bayes factor, r 2 , and slope among all bioclimatic variables; fig S2b). More importantly, for this major driver of adaptation (BIO17), the greatest increment of 165 gradient forest importance lies between 200 mm and 300 mm ( Fig. 2b ), a range also 166 distinguishing the novel Taiwanese versus ancestral Chinese environments ( Fig. 3b ). This 167 suggests that the majority of differential local adaptation is associated with such novel-versus-168 ancestral environmental differences. Annual mean temperature (BIO1) is the other extreme: 169 the environmental gradient within Taiwan is well within the ancestral Chinese environmental 170 range ( Fig. 3a ), which can also be traced back to the last glacial maximum ( Fig. 3c ). It is likely 171 that SV already contained genetic variants adaptive to such environmental gradients and are 172 therefore more important than NM (Fig. 2c ). In summary, we observed adaptation happening 173 through the assortment of SV for a new territory with similar adaptive landscape and optimum 174 (BIO1; Fig. 2c , 3a, and 3c). For adaptation to novel environments and a new adaptive landscape 175 (BIO17; Fig. 2c , 3b, and 3d), NM with larger effect sizes were more likely favored by natural 176 selection. Our results are therefore consistent with Orr's model 3 , providing one of the few 177 examples in nature. 178
One key point of this study is the correct designation of SV or NM. It is possible that some 179 SV SNPs were mis-assigned as NM if we missed an allele in China, most likely for SNPs with 180 low MAF. We addressed this issue with the following: (I) The Taiwanese We further used the genetic offset values from gradient forest to estimate genetic 203 mismatch for SV and NM separately, which is associated with the magnitude of allele 204 frequency turnover perturbed by future climatic conditions [16] . After projecting the genetic 205 mismatch of SV and NM on the map of Taiwan for all 16 predicted future scenarios, we found 206 SV generally has higher mean (paired t-test, t = 3.296, P = 0.005, Fig. 4A ) while NM has higher 207 maximum genetic offset across Taiwan (paired t-test, t = -8.608, P < 0.001, Fig. 4B ). We further 208 averaged the genetic offset map across all 16 future scenarios ( Fig. 4C-E ). There are more 209 geographical grids with SV offset higher than NM (12,711 square kilometers) and less grids 210
with NM offset higher than SV (8,707 square kilometers), consistent with the higher mean 211 genetic offset for SV than NM. On the other hand, the most extreme genetic offset values were 212 often observed for NM rather than SV ( Fig. 4D To investigate the association among genetic, geographical, and environmental distance, 316
we generated these distance matrices. Genetic distance was calculated by GenAlEx 6.503 317
[36,37] from 14 SSR markers; straight geographical distance (the fly-over distance) was 318 generated by ArcGIS 10.5 (http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/); environmental distance was 319 measured as Mahalanobis distance to address the correlation among nine bioclimatic variables 320 (below). In addition to the fly-over geographical distance which assumes organism dispersal 321 ignores landscapes, we further calculated as resistance distance the cumulative cost along the 322 least cost path (below To assess the phylogeny of our Taiwanese populations and Chinese accessions, we 396
downloaded Musa acuminata sequence (SRR7013754) as an outgroup. SNPs were called using 397 one M. acuminata species, 24 Chinese and 24 Taiwanese samples together following the 398 pipeline described above. We filtered out sites with more than two alleles, indels, QUAL < 30, 399 and call rate < 0.9, resulting in 12,693,687 SNPs. This dataset also excluded SRR6382532. 400 401
Environmentally-associated SNP identification. 402 We used Bayenv 2.0 [14] to search for SNPs highly associated with environmental 403 variables. Bayenv estimates the relationship between SNPs and environments while controlling 404 the whole-genome population structure from a subset of loose linkage-disequilibrium SNPs. 405
Loose linkage-disequilibrium SNPs were formed by sampling one SNP from scaffolds more 406 than 10 kb and less than 100 kb, two SNPs from scaffolds more than 100 kb and less than 500 407 kb, three SNPs from scaffolds more than 500 kb and less than 1000 kb, and four SNPs from 408 scaffolds more than 1000 kb. We then, for each bioclimatic variable, defined as the adaptive coefficient capable to reduce outlier effects). 411 We further investigated the fate of currently adaptive SNPs under anthropogenic climate 412 change, performing the same Bayenv analyses of currently adaptive SNPs using future climatic 413 conditions. We included two time periods (2050 and 2070) and four Representative 414
Concentration Pathways (RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, RCP 6.0, and RCP 8.5) from two general 415 circulation models, CCSM [43] and MIROC [44] , resulting in 16 future climatic conditions. If 416 a currently adaptive SNP remains strongly associated with environments, it should exhibit 417
Bayes factor above the current threshold. We then defined as "retention" a currently adaptive 418 SNP constantly exhibiting Bayes factor above the current adaptive threshold in all future 419 scenarios, and defined as "disruption" a currently adaptive SNP exhibiting Bayes factor above 420 the current adaptive threshold in none of the future scenarios. 421 422
The gradient forest method and genetic offset. 423 We used a novel method, gradient forest [15, 16] , to estimate the effect of environmental 424 gradients on allele frequency differences among populations. Gradient forest is a regression-425 tree based machine-learning algorithm using environmental variables to partition SNP allele 426 frequencies. The analysis was done separately for each SNP. The resulting "importance" 427 measures how much of the variation in allele frequency was explained by partitioning the 428 populations based on a specific value in an environmental variable. By making multiple 429 regression trees (thus generating a random forest) for a SNP, the goodness-of-fit r 2 of a random 430 forest is measured as the proportion of variance explained by this random forest, which is then 431 partitioned among environmental variables in proportion to their conditional importance. Such 432 SNP-wise importance of each environmental variable is then averaged across SNPs belonging 433 to the standing variation (SV) or new mutations (NM) group, resulting in the overall importance 434 (of each environmental variable). In the end, one could obtain the relation curve between 435 environmental gradient and cumulative importance (analogous to the cumulative r 2 , proportion 436 of allele frequency differences among populations explained by environments). This curve has 437 two properties. First, the highest point of the cumulative importance curve denotes the overall 438 association between a climatic variable and allele frequency, and we used this to represent the 439 effect size of these SNPs. Second, when traversing along the environmental gradient, a sudden 440 increase of cumulative importance at some environmental value (for example, 20°C) denotes 441 populations on either side of this environmental cutoff have very different allele frequency 442 compositions. In other words, this represents a threshold factor for local adaptation. 443
One can use this cumulative importance curve to estimate the effect of future 444 environmental change on local populations. In the example above, a population's local 445 temperature increased from 19°C to 21°C due to climate change would require larger allele 446 frequency shift than another population whose local temperature changed from 17°C to 19°C. 447 importance corresponding to the contemporary environmental value and that corresponding to 449 the future environmental value, considering all bioclimatic variables together. Genetic offset 450 can then be considered to be the magnitude of genetic change needed for a population to be 451 still adaptive in the face of climate change. 452 453
Regression slope. 454 The regression slope is not given by gradient forest, since it only reports the r 2 importance 455 estimate. Thus, we introduced the simple linear regression y=α+βx to measure the regression 456 slope. We took y as the allele frequency, Gradient forest cumulative r 2 importance is shown along environmental gradients. c, Effect 611 sizes as estimated from Bayes factor, gradient forest r 2 importance, and gradient forest slope 612 all show that SV exhibit higher effect sizes in BIO1 but the reverse in BIO17 (**P < 0.01, ***P 613 < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test for Bayes factor and t-test for r 2 importance and slope). 614 615 
